DECKS, ELEVATED

Cluster

18" OR HIGHER ABOVE GRADE

objective/goal

To design and locate the deck so as to be harmonious with, and
enhance, the architecture of the house and mitigate the impact of
its presence or use upon neighboring properties.

Review Process
if your project meets the following criteria, you must complete an

application
FORM AND OBTAIN a cluster boarD officer AND TWO (2) NEIGHBOR
SIGNATURES. staff may review your application.
Cluster Standards

The deck conforms to the cluster standards for decks in design,
dimensions, location, materials and color, with a 2' set back from
a shared property line unless cluster standards permit otherwise;

Stairs

The deck has no stairs or conforms to the cluster standards for stairs;

Construction

It is constructed in such a way that knee braces are not required
for support or required knee braces are a maximum depth of 2'
below the deck floor/joist;

Railings

If railings are proposed, they match the cluster standard railing in
color, design, and dimensions and all deck railings on the house are
consistent;

Height Above Grade

For decks less than a full story above grade, the deck is set in at least
2' from the fence unless the fence retains an effective height of 5'
above the deck floor, in which case it may be closer or abut the fence.

Benches

If benches are proposed, they are simple, backless benches or they
are located behind, and no higher than, the railing and do not alter
its outward design, and appearance; and

Planters

If planters or flower boxes are proposed, they are visually integrated
into the design of the deck.
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APPLICATION

Cluster Standards

in the absence of
design of decks:

If the DRB has approved standards for decks and stairs in the
cluster, the proposed deck should comply with those standards.
DRB-approved cluster standards regarding the size, location and

Size and Location

For attached properties, the deck should be set back at least 2 feet
from adjacent residential properties if there is no effective screening,
or for decks less than a full story above grade, if the effective
height of the fence above the deck floor is less than 5 feet.

Design

It should be designed to be harmonious (in configuration, detail,
color and material) with the architecture of the house and similar
installations on other properties in the cluster.

Construction

The DRB discourages the use of "knee braces". The deck should
be built using materials and construction techniques that provide
adequate strength and stability without the use of angled support
members. If the county requires angular braces, they should be a
maximum depth of 2 feet below the deck floor/joist.

Stairs

The stairs should be located and configured to integrate with
the mass of the deck and minimize their impact on neighboring
properties. Spiral stairs are generally considered an acceptable
alternative to wood stairs, as they require less space and are usually
less intrusive, visually.

Railings

All deck railings on the house should be consistent in design, color,
and material.

Underdeck Screening

Underdeck screening should be compatible with the architecture of
the house and deck, and must be recessed with all cut edges framed.
For decks higher than 5 feet above grade, screening should be limited
to small areas, to lessen its visual impact.
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lattice detail
4' or 8' sections typical
lattice
recessed
behind
posts

lattice
sandwiched

typical 6x6 deck
support post

2"-3" edge of
trim exposed

stairs located and configured to
minimize impact on neighboring
properties

privacy screen may be an
alternative for adjacent decks
property line

2'
setback at
property
line
steps
parallel
with edge
of the
deck
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incorporates
privacy screen
30"-36" above deck railing

stairs
parallel
to side
of deck

6' maximum

railing design is DRB-approved
railing for cluster

stairs
parallel
to end
of deck

stairs project
beyond end
of deck not
beyond
end of unit

Application Checklist
include the following with your application:

Site Plan

A copy of your site plan, drawn to scale, showing the house,
property lines, the proposed deck, and any existing or
proposed fencing and/or vegetation

Dimensions

The specific dimensions of the deck, including height above
grade

Drawings

Detail drawings of any benches, planters, railing, or other
features

Color and Material

Information regarding the color and material of the deck

Elevation Drawings

For decks of more than one level, an elevation drawing, to
scale, showing the house, ground, deck, stairs, and any other
existing or proposed elements

Photographs

Photo and specifications, including color and material, of
spiral stair
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Comments
here is some additional information that may be helpful.

Fencing

When planning a deck that is less than a full story above grade, be
careful to consider the elevation of the deck floor in relation to any
property line fencing. You should set the deck back from the fence
if it will intersect the fence higher than 2 feet above the ground.

Height

“Stepping” the deck by dividing it into more than one level will help
minimize its height above the ground.

Landscaping

Add landscaping around the perimeter of your deck to screen the
open area or soften the appearance of underdeck latticework, and
integrate the structure into its surroundings.

Additional Information

For additional information regarding privacy screens, heat pump
screens, hot tubs, fences, trellises, or arbors, please see the
appropriate sections of the Design Guidelines.

Composition Materials

No application is required to substitute wood/plastic composition
material for deck flooring, provided its color is close to that of the
deck itself. Such material may also be used for the deck railing if the
approved color, appearance, dimensions and design are maintained.

Fairfax County Code

Applicants are reminded to comply with all applicable Fairfax
County codes for railings and construction techniques.

Questions? Call Covenants Administration: (703) 435-6530
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